“You Can Hire Brain Cable’s

Virtual Tutor
For Less Than $10 per hour.”
Visit www.braincable.com for details.
Do you have workers or customers who need to perform specific job tasks, error free
and efficiently? Perhaps to use a computer application in performing their job tasks? Or,
to use a piece of hardware precisely?
Then, you know each worker (or customer) needs to be trained thoroughly, efficiently,
and effectively. Easier said, than done,
until now………
Brain Cable, Inc. will partner up with you to create and deliver the training you need,
providing the best solution to your problem that you can find anywhere.
If you have anywhere from 50 to 1,000,000 workers or customers to train, then BRAIN
CABLE is your best possible partner.
Let Brain Cable prove it to you.
Brain Cable’s Custom Process Training utilizes a “Virtual Tutor” technology to deliver the
training via your computer connected to a network such as the Internet.
Brain Cable utilizes a multi-million dollar state-of-the-art development and delivery
system to:
1. Train your workers (or customers) one-on-one in a "hands-on" simulated
environment.
2. Your workers will learn "by doing," at their own pace, and with repetition as
required, enjoyably, efficiently, and effectively.
3. Brain Cable then tests the workers to be sure they can perform their job tasks
error free and efficiently.
4. The workers can be refreshed with booster training whenever needed.
5. This training is available to each individual worker anytime, anywhere via the
Internet and may be received in small chunks.

6. Workers can be tested any time to verify their capability to perform, and receive
remediation training when needed.
The Brain Cable solution is incredibly cost effective. Actual costs depend on each
situation, but can be as low as $10 per worker in some cases. The labor savings will be
substantial compared to other training options.
Brain Cable guarantees that the Brain Cable solution will be more cost effective than any
other solution that you can find, when all costs are considered.

SPECIAL OFFER QUALIFIED COMPANIES:
Brain Cable will work with you, at NO RISK to you, to create a short training
program on one of Your Specific Processes so you and your colleagues
can evaluate the efficacy of the Brain Cable ‘Virtual Tutor’ Custom Process
Training for your company.
Brain Cable Guarantees your satisfaction.
Brain Cable wants to be your partner. Your success is our success.
If you would like to contact me directly, I invite you to call me or email me directly.
For more information, please visit us at: www.braincable.com
Craig Hane, Ph.D.
Chairman
Direct Line: 812-332-8179
Email:
craig@hane.com

